Your taste expert

General conditions:
Bouquet consult CVOA is a sales and marketing company dedicated to the food industry.
Bouquet consult CVOA acts as a taste expert for all food and feed concepts.
Bouquet Consult cooperates with the different partners based on a cooperation contract.
Bouquet Consult CVOA acts within business to business market.
Bouquet Consult CVOA acts as an independent agent between producers of food raw
materials and the producers of consumers food products.
 Bouquet Consult can generate orders for its partners. These partners answer themselves for
the acceptance, processing, supply, invoicing and payment of these orders.
 Bouquet Consult CVOA offers also sales, marketing and technical product support for the
food industry and can be contracted separately. The standard rate is € 85,00/hour and 0.35 €
per kilometre.






 For orders following MOQ will be applicated:
 Flavours, spices and extracts
 Test sample volume: 10 gr
 Samples for industrial test can be ordered with a minimum of 5 kg and will
be invoiced
 Minimum 20 kg by order line [and minimal potential/year: 100 kg]
 Minimum € 500 value by order
 Fillings & pralinés
 From 400 kg upto batches of 2.000 kg
 Samples for industrial test can be ordered with a minimum of 60 kg and will
be invoiced
 Contretyping and new development > Bouquet needs following minimum potentials
 Flavours: minimal yearly potential of 400 kg
 Fillings and compounds minimal yearly potential of 5.000 kg

 There is no cost for sending samples [10 upto 30 gr]
 Payments: at the first order > cash prepaid [before starting production] and afterwards 30
days invoice date.

 Standard lead-times are:
 First orders 25 working days lead time [exceptionally this can run up to 40 working
days.
 15 working days for the following orders
 Contracts with regard to purchase volumes, stocks and terms of payment are
discussed in dialogue with the partners.
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